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CHARLESTON, SC – Dr. Nika White, a national authority on diversity, equity and inclusion, is
partnering with ForbesBooks to author a book that will further explore the DEI issues she
advises clients about and that she discusses regularly speaking engagements and on her
Inclusion Uncomplicated video series on Youtube.
“I am very excited to share my experience and insights with a wider audience that wants to dig
deeper into the topic of DEI,” says White, who is president and CEO of Nika White Consulting
(nikawhite.com) in Greenville, SC.
“Many people think that the work of DEI is complicated, but it doesn't have to be. One of my
goals in writing this book is to demystify and simplify these concepts, and to provide tips and
tools that readers can apply to their own lives and organizations.”
The book, also to be titled Inclusion Uncomplicated (title subject to change), will tackle such
topics as transforming your culture, understanding privilege, and realizing that being inclusionminded is an attribute all leaders should have. White will use real-world examples as she helps
readers better understand how DEI improves everything their organizations do, and why
everyone within an organization needs to do their part to create an inclusive environment of
equity and belonging.
She also will show that, beyond being the right thing to do, embracing DEI is good for business.
Stakeholders, future employees, and other parties will look for proof of a company’s dedication
to DEI efforts. Employee morale will improve, and job candidates are more likely to be drawn to
a workplace where everyone feels welcome. “It sends a powerful message to prospects when
they see your company taking DEI seriously,” she says. “It also sets a positive tone that can
improve the marketability of your company in the long run.”
White has a Doctor of Management degree in Organizational Leadership and is an awardwinning management and leadership consultant, keynote speaker, published author, and
executive practitioner for DEI efforts in the areas of business, government, non-profit and
education.
This will be White’s third book, but her first with ForbesBooks with a scheduled release date in
the fall of 2022. Her previous titles are The Intentional Inclusionist® and Next Level Inclusionist:
Transforming Your Work and Yourself for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Success.

About ForbesBooks
Launched in 2016 in partnership with Advantage Media Group, ForbesBooks is the exclusive
business book publishing imprint of Forbes. ForbesBooks offers business and thought leaders
an innovative, speed-to-market, fee-based publishing model and a suite of services designed to
strategically and tactically support authors and promote their expertise. For more information,
visit forbesbooks.com.

About Dr. Nika White
Dr. Nika White is a national authority and fearless advocate for diversity, equity, and inclusion.
As an award-winning management and leadership consultant, keynote speaker, published
author, and executive practitioner for DEI efforts across business, government, non-profit and
education, Dr. White helps organizations break barriers and integrate diversity into their
business frameworks. Her work has led to designation by Forbes as a Top10 D&I Trailblazer.
To find out more about Dr. White, visit nikawhitespeaks.com.

